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QUESTION 1

-- Exhibit 

-- Exhibit -Refer to the exhibit. 

A user is unable to access an application. 

What is the root cause of the problem? 

A. The User-Agent is incorrect. 

B. The \\'Content-Length\\' is zero. 

C. The user failed authentication. 

D. The GET request uses the wrong syntax. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An LTM Specialist is troubleshooting a problem on an eCommerce website. The user browses the online store using
port 80, adding items to the shopping cart. The user then clicks the "Checkout" button on the site, which redirects the



user to port 443 for the checkout process. Suddenly, the user\\'s shopping cart is shown as empty. The shopping cart
data is stored in memory on the server, and the default source address persistence profile is used on both virtual
servers. 

What is the issue? 

A. The port 80 pool member is deleting the user\\'s session cookie. 

B. The port 443 pool member is deleting the user\\'s session cookie. 

C. The port 80 and port 443 connections are balanced to the same node. 

D. The port 80 and port 443 connections are balanced to different nodes. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An LTM device is serving an FTP virtual server that has three pool members. The FTP pool members are monitored via
TCP port 21. Customers are reporting that they are able to log in, but are sometimes unable to upload files to the server.
Which monitor should the LTM Specialist configure to verify that the servers can handle file uploads? 

A. FTP 

B. Inband 

C. External 

D. Scripted 

E. Real Server 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An LTM Specialist sees these entries in /var/log/ltm: 

Oct 25 03:34:31 tmm warning tmm[7150]: 01260017:4: Connection attempt to insecure SSL server (see RFC5746)
aborteD. 172.16.20.1:443 Oct 25 03:34:32 tmm warning tmm[7150]: 01260017:4: Connection attempt to insecure SSL
server (see RFC5746) aborteD. 172.16.20.1:443 Oct 25 03:34:32 tmm warning tmm[7150]: 01260017:4: Connection
attempt to insecure SSL server (see RFC5746) aborteD. 172.16.20.1:443 Oct 25 03:34:32 tmm warning tmm[7150]:
01260017:4: Connection attempt to insecure SSL server (see RFC5746) aborteD. 172.16.20.1:443 Oct 25 03:34:32
tmm warning tmm[7150]: 01260017:4: Connection attempt to insecure SSL server (see RFC5746) aborteD.
172.16.20.1:443 Oct 25 03:34:33 tmm warning tmm[7150]: 01260017:4: Connection attempt to insecure SSL server
(see RFC5746) aborteD. 172.16.20.1:443 

Assume 172.16.20.0/24 is attached to the VLAN "internal." 

What should the LTM Specialist use to troubleshoot this issue? 



A. curl -d - -k https://172.16.20.1 

B. ssldump -i internal host 172.16.20.1 

C. tcpdump -i internal host 172.16.20.1 > /shared/ssl.pcap ssldump 

D. tcpdump -s 64 -i internal -w /shared/ssl.pcap host 172.16.20.1 ssldump -r /shared/ssl.pcap 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

-- Exhibit 





-- Exhibit -

Refer to the exhibits. 

Users are able to access the application when connecting to the virtual server but are unsuccessful when connecting
directly to the application servers. The LTM Specialist wants to allow direct access to the application servers. 

Which configuration change resolves this problem? 

A. Enable port 443 on the virtual server. 

B. Configure a SNAT pool on the LTM device. 

C. Disable address translation on the virtual server. 

D. Configure an IP Forwarding virtual server on the LTM device. 

E. Configure a route to the web server subnet on the network router. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

-- Exhibit -- Exhibit -Refer to the exhibits. An LTM Specialist is troubleshooting an issue with one of the virtual servers on
an LTM device, and all requests are receiving errors. Testing directly against the server generates no errors. The LTM
Specialist has captured the request and 

response on both client and server sides of the LTM device. What should the LTM Specialist do to fix this issue? 

A. Remove "header-erase Host" in http profile. 



B. Configure SNAT Automap on the virtual server. 

C. Assign OneConnect profile to the virtual server. 

D. Set "redirect-rewrite" to "selective" in http profile. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Given LTM device ltm log: 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 notice promptstatusd[3695]: 01460006:5: semaphore mcpd.running(1) held 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 notice promptstatusd[3695]: 01460006:5: 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 warning promptstatusd[3695]: 01460005:4: mcpd.running(1) held, wait for mcpd 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 info sod[3925]: 010c0009:6: Lost connection to mcpd - reestablishing. 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 err bcm56xxd[3847]: 012c0004:3: Lost connection with MCP: 16908291 ... Exiting
bsx_connect.cpp(174) 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 info bcm56xxd[3847]: 012c0012:6: MCP Exit Status 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 info bcm56xxd[3847]: 012c0012:6: Info: LACP stats (time now:1348717868) : no traffic 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 info bcm56xxd[3847]: 012c0014:6: Exiting... 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 err lind[3842]: 013c0004:3: IO error on recv from mcpd - connection lost 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 notice bigd[3837]: 01060110:5: Lost connection to mcpd with error 16908291, will reinit
connection. 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 err statsd[3857]: 011b0004:3: Initial subscription for system configuration failed with error
\\'\\' 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 err statsd[3857]: 011b0001:3: Connection to mcpd failed with error \\'011b0004:3: Initial
subscription for system configuration failed with error \\'\\'\\' 

Sep 26 20:51:08 local/lb-d-1 err csyncd[3851]: 013b0004:3: IO error on recv from mcpd - connection lost 

.............skipping more logs..... 

Sep 26 20:51:30 local/lb-d-1 notice sod[3925]: 01140030:5: HA proc_running bcm56xxd is now responding. 

Sep 26 20:51:34 local/lb-d-1 notice sod[3925]: 01140030:5: HA proc_running mcpd is now responding. 

Sep 26 20:51:34 local/lb-d-1 notice sod[3925]: 010c0018:5: Standby 

Which daemon failed? 

A. promptstatusd 



B. mcpd 

C. sod 

D. bcm56xxd 

E. lind 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

In which file would the LTM Specialist find virtual server configurations? 

A. bigip.conf 

B. bigip_sys.conf 

C. bigip_base.conf 

D. profile_base.conf 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

An LTM Specialist has been asked to configure a virtual server to distribute connections between a pool of two
application servers with addresses 172.16.20.1 and 172.16.20.2. The application servers are listening on TCP ports 80
and 443. The application administrators have asked that clients be directed to the same node for both HTTP and
HTTPS requests within the same session. 

Virtual servers vs_http and vs_https have been created, listening on 1.2.3.100:80 and 1.2.3.100:443, respectively.
Which configuration option will result in the desired behavior? 

A. Create pool app_pool with members 172.16.20.1:any and 172.16.20.2:any Assign app_pool as the default pool for
both vs_http and vs_https Disable port translation for vs_http and vs_https 

B. Create pool http_pool with members 172.16.20.1:80 and 172.16.20.2:80 Assign pool http_pool as the default pool for
both vs_https and vs_https Disable port translation for vs_https Create an SSL persistence profile with "match across
virtual servers" enabled Assign the persistence profile to vs_http. 

C. Create pool http_pool with members 172.16.20.1:80 and 172.16.20.2:80 Create pool https_pool with members
172.16.20.1:443 and 172.16.20.2:443 Assign http_pool as the default pool for vs_http Assign https_pool as the default
pool for vs_https Create a source address persistence profile with "match across services" enabled Assign the
persistence profile to vs_http and vs_https 

D. Create pool http_pool with members 172.16.20.1:80 and 172.16.20.2:80 Create pool https_pool with members
172.16.20.1:443 and 172.16.20.2:443 Assign http_pool as the default pool for vs_http Assign https_pool as the default
pool for vs_https Create an SSL persistence profile with "match across virtual servers" enabled Assign the persistence
profile to vs_http 



Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Windows PC clients are connecting to a virtual server over a high-speed, low-latency network with no packet loss.
Which built-in client-side TCP profile provides the highest throughput for HTTP downloads? 

A. tcp 

B. tcp-legacy 

C. tcp-lan-optimized 

D. tcp-wan-optimized 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

-- Exhibit 

-- Exhibit -

Refer to the exhibit. 

An LTM Specialist configures a virtual server to load balance to a pool of FTP servers. File transfers are failing. The
virtual server is configured as follows: 

ltm virtual ftp_vs { destination 10.10.1.103:ftp ip-protocol tcp mask 255.255.255.255 pool ftp_pool profiles {

 tcp { }



 }

 vlans-disabled 

} 

Which change will resolve the problem? 

A. Add an FTP monitor to the pool. 

B. Add an FTP profile to the virtual server. 

C. Enable loose initiation in the TCP profile. 

D. Increase the TCP timeout value in the TCP profile. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

-- Exhibit 

-- Exhibit -Refer to the exhibit. 

Which step should an LTM Specialist take next to finish upgrading to HD1.3? 

A. Install image to HD1.3 

B. Install hotfix to HD1.3 

C. Activate HD1.3 

D. Relicense HD1.3 

Correct Answer: C 
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